
The Journey to Next Generation IAM



If you’re reading this right now, I can guess, with a strong degree of certainty, who you are on this trajectory of 

life and what brought you here. Don’t believe me? Check out my guesses:

The Identity Pro
“I’m a seasoned Identity and Access 

Management professional who has done work 

at multiple Fortune 500 type firms. Anytime 

I see something related to IAM, I read it, and 

either grow my body of knowledge, or scoff 

at how repetitive some of these articles are”

The Marketer
“I’m working on the bones of a new digital 

program to roll out to our customers, and in 

doing so have been trying to figure out how 

best to utilize their customer Identity data 

to extend this new program to them. I need 

to see how Identity can be leveraged today 

for a truly omnichannel experience from first 

contact to loyal customer. 

The Jack of All Trades 
“I work for XYZ company, and usually I’m 

running networks and infrastructure, but it 

looks like Identity is becoming the focus at 

my organization, and I’ve been tasked with 

working toward revitalizing our IAM program, 

and need a quick guide to get me started”

The Hacker Averse
“The news has been all about hacks and 

ransomware recently, and I’ve seen people 

posting about how Privileged Identity and 

Access Management can alleviate these 

concerns. As both a technologist and 

concerned citizen, can we really be safe from 

hackers as organizations or as individuals?
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No matter who you are, Identity and Access Management plays a role in your life. Unless you live under an actual 

rock (at which point you wouldn’t be reading this), it plays a vital role in every aspect of your interactions online, 

at work, and otherwise. For the purposes of addressing Identity and what it means to the bulk of the folks we 

think would read this, lets start with the basics.
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Present, Future, and what it means for IAM experts, 
IT gurus, Marketers, and Hackers
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At your workplace, the moment you are hired, an Identity is created for you in the form of a record in a 

backend HR system, and in a User Directory. Your use of and access to that record is put behind a username 

and password combo that allows you to use your identity to do your job in buildings, systems, and services 

as required. 

What is an Identity?

Put simply, an Identity is a testament to who/what 

you are either digitally or on paper. Common examples 

include Birth Certificates, SSNs, Driver’s Licenses, 

Passports, etcetera. 

Looking at a Driver’s License as the most basic and 

widely used Identity, DDS validates who you are 

using your birth certificate, SSN, and other qualifying 

documents before they issue you a license. This is 

an Identity that represents you as a person, and it is 

trusted by the general public, so you can use it to drive 

a car (legally), enter age restricted establishments, 

sign up for services like banking, or even to rent 

an apartment. 

For something to be an acceptable and usable form of 

Identity, Trust in the issuing agency/body is imperative. 
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Identity and Access Management: What is it and where are we?

What is Identity and Access Management?

There are many complex pieces to Identity and Access Management, and it comes in a variety of forms across 

multiple diverse environments, but it still holds true to a basic definition:

Identity and Access Management makes it so people can access whatever they need, without the risk of allowing 

the wrong people access to vast troves of information that could hurt people and organizations. 

Now that we covered the basics, to my readers (or my assumption of who my readers are) are specifics that 

address your “identity”.

IAM is the process of ensuring that the right 
people, at the right time, are accessing only 

what they absolutely must to be able to 
perform some kind of task/activity. 



Tokenization of Identity 

Last year, about 49 million consumers fell victim 

to identity theft, costing a whopping $56 Billion to 

everyday Americans according to the 2021 Identity 

Fraud Study by Javelin Strategy & Research. 

A major issue that the blockchain addresses is the 

tokenization of PII and Private documentation like IDs, 

Licenses, Biometric Data, Vaccination records, etc. The 

idea, and actual practice today, is to utilize a blockchain 

datastore to attest records against an issuing authority, 

and store them with Digital Identifiers (DIDs) that serve 

as private key identifiers of that data. 

For use of those documents, a blockchain datastore 

would simply share a token that represents both the 

document and trust from an issuing authority, thereby 

circumventing actually sharing PII information, and 

limiting the places that your documentation is stored, 

without limiting its use across multiple platforms and 

services. 

The security the blockchain provides for storage relies 

on node consensus to change records, meaning that 

for any one record to be altered, node consensus on 

the record’s change must be achieved across a majority 

of the nodes in the network. This, in short, provides 

tracking, auditability, and bullet proof security.

The Identity Pro: Blockchain and IAM; The 
New Frontier

If you read everything addressed to our audiences above, and still feel like you’ve seen it all before, 

then I commend you for being a true Identity Pro.

Here at RAAH, we work on the cutting edge of what defines IAM in the modern world, and we see 

blockchain as the new frontier of Identity and its importance in society.  

It’s evident that in a climate fueled by distrust in both the powers that be and in the systems that 

put them there that the need for a system that is 0 trust and immutable by design is not only 

necessary, but integral to progress. Decentralization is the next step in providing services that have 

bullet-proof data protections, both for the layman and corporate customer. 
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Build your App/Service Inventory

Start with a service catalog, or any list you can find that will mostly cover the list of applications and services 

that are offered to you and your fellow employees at your organization. 

This will allow for a clear-cut understanding of all the touchpoints your new Identity organization will have, 

and where your efforts will need to be concentrated in terms of integrations and security requirements.

Ideally this list covers application/service name, function, active users, and current authentication/authorization 

framework used (federation, local credential combo, etc). This will also allow you to score services based on 

perceived and actual risk and priority, and will allow you to target those accordingly in building out your 

Identity models. 

Work with Application Managers/Leads to Understand future requirements

When we build an identity solution, we start with what we can see as obvious needs for a client, and 

engage in discussions that provide future needs/ requirements. 

Understanding what applications and services are fully in scope, and the time horizon for changes 

to those applications including replacement, upgrade, or enhancement are key in developing an 

Identity-Centric Organization.

Identity, specifically authentication, authorization, and governance of privileges are central to an 

organizations business drivers. Without a good understanding of what is to come, making decisions on 

products, vendor relationships, and most importantly Identity Processes leads to mistakes with budgetary 

implications that cause programs to fail.

The Jack of All trades: Building an 
IAM program

If you’re reading this because you’ve just been tasked with building an official IAM program at your 

organization, but aren’t sure where to start, you’re in great company. 

A good portion of the folks who decided to work with us are tech savvy developers and managers 

who were elevated to a position in Identity as it pertains to application access and auditing, and 

have a hard time figuring out where to start. 

We can guide folks through this process with ease, but before we work with anyone we always 

advocate for doing your homework on the task at hand. As such, we’ve got a few tips for gauging 

your situation that really help in drafting your requirements for your new Identity program below:
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Familiarize yourself with the Current IAM architecture at your Organization

Most organizations are automating Identity Management in some way or the other, and it is important to 

understand where you are to really see where you are going. 

A good program manager identifies all systems and processes involved in user and machine identity 

management, including but not limited to:

Build/Procure a Basic Role Matrix

This is a longer process than building a service catalog, and often is where smart people get extremely 

frustrated when first dipping into an IAM program. 

The goal when you first start the process of building a role matrix is to align job function and IT access 

requirements at a very base level. 

For example, if you have 10000 users at an organization, with 10 different user types, you can begin to 

understand what roles are required for those 10 types based on their job functions and common accesses 

held between them.  

If all 10000 users irrespective of type have access to 3 applications, then you can safely say that a role that 

grants access to those 3 apps can be assigned to those 10000 users. Of course, granularity to what each of 

the 10 types sees/does in those apps makes this a far more complicated process, but identifying the glaring 

commonalities and differences is a solid start toward this. 

Seek Support from Department heads

As with anything in life, nothing ever gets done right in a silo. Identity programs are central to an organization 

because they are involved in every part of it. Working with the right folks to spearhead a project like this is 

integral to its success. 

Your application managers, department heads, and business associates that rely on identity for services and 

for growing the business are your best friends in an effort to build an identity program, as they are the main 

consumers of a successful IAM program, both internally and externally.

We cannot stress this enough, but IAM programs fail when you don’t have buy-in from your cohorts who will 

adhere to and enforce Identity policies and processes that you put in place. It is your job to make sure they 

understand the value of the program, and that they are as excited as you are for the changes that come with it.
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Directory Environments and the 
Environments they support

ERPs, and other large user 
datqa containers

Federation and SSO products 
currently in use

Privileged Accounts and their reach (the most important)

HR systems and Sources of Truth

Identity Governance and 
Administration Tools

Service Busses and Data Transfer Utilities



0-Trust, Least Privilege Philosophy

Before using any tool, PAM or otherwise, organizations MUST buy in to the 0-trust philosophy, and make a 

commitment to building security operations and processes around giving users as little privilege as possible 

to do their jobs. 

Before looking at any PAM solution, an organization should align its core business units and departments 

with this philosophy, so that the understanding of the coming changes is clear, and the reasons for which 

are understood and endorsed by the organization as a whole.

You can purchase the most expensive and well-structured tool on the market, but none of it matters when 

stakeholders are not educated on the need, benefits, and plan for implementing PAM in your organization. 

Modern Password Management: 

While complex passwords certainly make it harder to crack into a privileged system, the strength of a password 

doesn’t prevent insider threat. 

Even though Roadrunner knew that Wile E. Coyote could never catch him, he didn’t just stand still. As idiotic 

as that metaphor seems, your passwords should be the same way. When passwords are complex, but stand still, 

they become easy targets.

An enterprise level password management solution within a PAM suite should generate random passwords, 

rotate them after each use/ in between uses as well, and have a detailed audit trail on the password, as well 

as the account that it is linked to.

The Hacker Averse: Privileged Identity and 
Access Management

The news is an excellent resource for why Privileged Identity and Access Management (PAM) 

should be central to any security organization, and not an afterthought to Network or 

Firewall Security. 

Any service that leverages an Account to perform a function, which is most if not all well-built 

services in existence that require a permission to perform a task, should have strong PAM behind 

it. When we don’t treat high-privilege accounts with the respect they deserve, they go from being 

a business enabler to a liability of astronomical proportions. 

In short, to prevent credential-based hacks, leaked customer information, or the loss/ ransom of 

company data and systems, PAM is integral to your IT infrastructure. Some basic, yet frequently 

overlooked aspects of PAM are:
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Integration with Directories and 
Password Stores

A PAM solution must be built with the modern 

enterprise in mind, and should have strong 

directory integrations with Active Directory and 

other common use User Directories that store 

hashed passwords. 

Security should be an enabler, and not a manual 

process that bogs down valuable resources to 

reset/rotate passwords. 

This means that ALL Privileged Accounts and their 

passwords in your directories must by synced, 

managed, and audited from your PAM suite, which 

by nature implies continuous security and auditing 

of Privileged accounts, with zero downtime for 

password management and vaulting.

Manage EVERY TYPE of Account

PAM solutions in 2021 should be selected based not only on the ability to rotate passwords and integrate 

with directories, but also based on their ability to integrate with diverse systems that require varying 

security controls. 

The modern PAM solution should be able to manage Service Accounts, Application Accounts, Domain Admin 

Accounts, Application/Service specific Accounts, and much more. 

Today, not every enterprise uses Active Directory as a central store of rights and privilege, this data is often 

dispersed and delegated outside the AD domain. It is imperative to manage those accounts from both the 

domain and service specific perspectives. 

Self-Audit and Discovery Capability

The ability to help yourself is important for building a PAM program that lasts. In selecting a PAM solution, 

make sure to look out for Self-Audit capability that tells you where your biggest security threats are. 

Many PAM vendors, through no fault of their own, build strong products that do the job they were designed to, 

but don’t account for the fact that sometimes clients need help actually figuring out where the accounts that 

pose the largest threat are in their ecosystem. 

Many PAM and Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) products today come with scanning solutions that 

allow you to parse directories and other stores of account data to identify those accounts that pose significant 

threat. The solution scores it based on either pre-established or industry templated criteria that allow Security 

Minds to make decisions on the administration of those accounts.
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Registration as a Service  
(including Social Media Sign ins): 

The ability to build customer registration screens that 

are custom to every application or service you offer 

to your customers. 

This is the front door to your digital experiences, and 

it should be collecting as much or as little information 

as possible to curate that experience seamlessly for 

your customer. 

It is important to allow users to utilize their social 

provider profiles to user your service as well, allowing 

for passthrough authentication and trust with those 

providers to allow users to leverage social media 

accounts with your service. This provides richer profiles 

downstream, as well as ease of use for your customers. 

One Customer Profile, multiple Applications: 

A modern CIAM solution should allow for users to use one identity/login credential to access all your 

services or applications. 

This means having a user directory that is built into the solution that can be utilized to authenticate and 

authorize users to access a multitude of services, and can be scaled to meet new development and customer 

engagement opportunities.

The Marketer: Customer Identity and Access 
Management (CIAM)

I won’t bore you with the value of a seamless UX and CX for customers who interact with you 

digitally, or the benefit of feeding Customer Identity data from your front-end applications to 

your backend marketing systems. You already know that, its who you are and what you do. 

I WILL however speak to Customer Identity Management and the importance of looking at it with 

a plan that prepares you for the next 5-10 years. 

If you are rolling out a variety of digital programs, and want to build single, unified user 

profiles that can access those services with one user Identity, it is imperative that your Identity 

Management Team is working with a tool that offers the following out of the box: 
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Performance, Scalability, and Security 

This may seem obvious, but handling high-load customer environments means being able to perform 

seamlessly with millions of users every second of every day. 

On top of that, a solid CIAM solution should be able to scale as your business grows, and be able to handle 

heightened user load when you run promos or other programs. 

A smart CIAM solution also provides DDoS and endpoint security, as well as a strong security footing to the 

environments that the solution is hosted on, and to accessing the solution itself to administer your users. 

Integration and Feature Rich

A complete CIAM solution should have integrations to most, if not all, Marketing and Automation platforms 

downstream, as well as adhere to open data standards to port user data into homegrown applications and 

services that help better serve customers. 

If your goals are also to build customer loyalty programs and to engage with customers through gamification 

or other means, your evaluation of a CIAM solution should include these tenets to make sure you get the most 

bang for your buck, as many providers make this central to their offering.

Compliance Ready, and Adaptive 

When dealing with Customer Data, 

compliance with global standards, 

like GDPR or CCPA, is crucial. 

However, being set with the current 

regulations and requirements that 

customer data faces, while doable, 

is tedious to manage internally to 

an organization. 

When looking at CIAM or CIAM solutions, 

make sure you work with a CIAM tool that 

guarantees compliance today, and in the 

future when new regulations emerge.

ral to their offering.
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The Applications for this technology are endless, from creating voting systems that are bulletproof in 

terms of reliability and accessibility to improving supply chains and customer experiences with smart 

contracts and digital identity tokenization. We are truly in a new era of Identity, one that will redefine 

how we do business, how we pay for services, and how we look at the future and the world around us. 

Hopefully, we were able to pique your interest in some way, and get you thinking about IAM differently, 

or at least provide an insightful and unique perspective. We would love to answer any questions you 

may have, and continue discussion around anything Identity, so please reach out! This field is always 

growing and we love furthering the dialogue around where the next innovation lies.



Tarun Guhanand

Senior Solution Strategist

tarun.guhanand@raahtech.com

(925) 271-0927

RAAH Technologies, Inc.

3280 Peachtree Rd NE, 7th Floor

Atlanta, GA 30305

THE WAY FORWARD
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